HIRING: In-Home eLearning Support Teacher

HIRING IMMEDIATELY ECE/OCT for Elementary Pod

ECE/OCT wanted to privately teach a pod of FOUR students - One JK, two SKs and one grade 2 student. Candidate would be teaching two COVID conscious families socially bubbling together in the YCDSB who have opted for eLearning.

Candidates must be practicing Covid-19 public health and safety practices and must have their own transportation or be able to commute to the home in Maple (Nearest major intersection: Bathurst/Major Mackenzie).

This is a full-time position for the 2020-2021 school year. Candidates must be regularly available and ready to teach from 9am to 3/3:30pm Monday to Friday starting mid-September to June.

Candidate’s Responsibilities and Duties:

- Support students with their eLearning lessons provided by their eLearning Teachers
- Knowledge of French up to the grade 2 level is an asset
- Supplement eLearning curriculum with prepared lesson plans for all three grades
- Create a classroom environment within the home
- Create a structured school day for the students that includes recess breaks, lunch breaks, lesson times etc.
- Engage students and make learning as fun as possible
- Supervise students in the home school environment and during outdoor time, other times to be agreed upon by the candidate and the families
- Include outdoor activities and physical activity time during the school day (the home is near a park and forest trail, and has an unfenced backyard suitable for supervised outdoor play)
- Ensure the healthy and safety of children and encourage Covid-19 healthy and safety practices in the applicable settings
- Candidates should have their own Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) with them at all times. Hand sanitizers, disinfectant and PPE will be provide for students by their families
- Candidates will have access to basic school supplies necessary to teach. Purchasing additional supplies for lessons may be discussed with the families as needed.

Important:

- Candidates MUST HAVE recent vulnerable sectors check or be willing to obtain one.
- Please also be able to provide 2-3 references of prior work experience with children in a school or teaching based-setting

Contact Information

Please send resume and cover letters to yam.jane@gmail.com or contact Jane Yam at (647) 448-4108 for more information